
INSTRUCTIONS
The join is at the side of the hat and the Cat Face is centred over the first half of the hat
See side panel for abbreviations and special stitches.
When slipping stitches always slip them purlwise.
Carry the yarn loosely across the slip st section.
NOTE the difference between sizes is small so getting correct tension is important.

With 3.75 needles cast on 70 (78, 86, 94, 98)sts using a stretchy method.
Join to work in the rnd being careful not to twist sts. Place marker for start of rnd.

Work [K1,P1] rib for 3 (3, 3, 4, 4) cm 

Change to 4mm needles
Work 5 rnds in stocking stitch (knit all rnds) 
Next rnd start Cat Face pattern
R 1: k15 (17, 19, 21, 22 ), wyf sl5, k to end of rnd
R2: k all sts
R3: k14, (16, 18, 20, 21), wyf sl7, k to end of rnd
R4: k all sts
R5: repeat R3
R6: k17 (19, 21, 23, 24), take rh needle under the long slipped sts from the bottom,  

MB (kfbf, turn, p3, turn,  cdd), pass the long slipped sts over, k to end of rnd.
Cat face complete   >^..^<

Work in stocking st until the hat measures 12 (14, 16, 17, 18)cm from the cast on edge.

Look at that cute Cat face! When worn the top looks like ears as well!
Knit in a tube with no shaping required so a great project to learn
knitting in the round.
The Cat Face is knit using slipped stitches and a bobble and the hat is
finished off with a 3 needle bind off. These aren't as tricky as they may
sound and are great techniques to know.

KAT HAT

ABBREVIATIONS
k  knit
p  purl
st(s)  stitch(es)
rnd  round

YARN   50g 8ply yarn

GAUGE & TENSION
22 stitches over 10cm using 4mm needles

NEEDLES & NOTIONS
3.75mm and 4mm circular needles, or needle
size to obtain gauge and an extra 4mm needle
or cable needle for 3 needle bind off
yarn needle 

SPECIAL STS
wyf  - with yarn forward / in
front of work
sl  - slip
rh - right hand
MB (make bobble) - kfbf, turn,
p3, turn, cdd)
kfbf - knit into front , then back,
then front of st  (1 st increased
to 3sts)
cdd (centred double decrease) -
sl 2 sts together knitwise, k1,
pass slipped sts over (3 sts
decreased to 1st)

TIP
Before making the bobble (MB)
pull thightly on the stitch before
(this helps prevent that stitch
from becoming loose)

Bind off with a three needle bind off as follows:
Working on the wrong side, fold in half so you have 35 (39, 43, 47, 49) sts on each needle (pull a loop of cable out and slide
sts to the tips). Hold the two needles in your left hand. Using a 3rd needle knit together a st from the front and back needle.
Repeat knitting the next stitch through the stitches on both needles.
Then pull the first stitch over the second stitch, just as you would for a standard bind off. Repeat until all sts are bound off.
Finish off and weave in all ends
Attach a small MGL tag as pictured
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Knit Round

SIZE
0-3m (3-6m, 6-12m, 1-3y, 4-8y)

FINISHED MEASUREMENTS
0-3m     W 16cm,     H 12cm
3-6m     W 18cm,     H 14cm
6-12m  W 20cm,     H 16cm
1-3y      W 21cm,      H 17cm
4-8y      W 22cm,      H 18cm
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